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that would equip the ruling classes of Rome to surmount the monumental problems
facing their civilization. Nor did the competing schools of philosophy do much to
enable them to grapple with the harsh realities of the day.
The principal formulations concerning the relation of man to the world about
him revealed a continuing opposition between otherworldly and this-worldly outlooks.
The dominant otherworldly trends in Roman thought were shot through with Stoicism
and the idealism of Plato. They stressed the permanent and absolute reality of the
spiritual realm as against the transitory appearances of everyday life. Whereas the
florescent Greeks had looked upon the dualism between the body and the soul as an
opportunity to develop both harmoniously, the tendency of dispersive Roman times
was to exalt one or the other to the extreme. Stoicists and Neoplatonists glorified the
soul and the ecstasies of the other world, whereas Epicureans glorified the body and
the pleasure of this world, even to the extent of denying the existence of the soul. The
philosophical problem thus posed was of little help in the mundane tasks of saving a
civilization.
Not much more helpful were the bodies of organized knowledge that were
formulated in the later Empire and dispersed from Roman schools to the European
Middle Ages. Scholarship in both the Greek and the Latin worlds lost its creativity in
nearly all fields of knowledge, turning almost wholly to editing and digesting the
works that had been codified and systematized in the earlier periods. It was almost as
though the later imperial scholars saw hard times ahead and frantically sought to
reduce knowledge to the compact form of small compendiums, so that they might
weather the rigors of the intellectual depressions to come. Only in the field of religious
thought was the creative spirit alive in the Eastern and Western world as the Fathers of
the Christian church sought to reconcile Greek philosophy with the doctrines of
Christianity.
From Humanitas to Scholasticus One of the best illustrations of the course of
Roman intellectual thought is the development of the liberal arts as they were drawn
from Greek sources, modified by Latin authors, and made ready to be passed on to the
Middle Ages. As we have seen, the arts appropriate to the free man of florescent
Greece were more or less commonly agreed to be grammar, gymnastics, music, and
sometimes drawing, and, on the advanced level, logic, rhetoric, dialectics, arithmetic,
geometry, astronomy, and musical harmony. These were known as the enkuklios
paideia, the elements of a common or widespread education.
The Latin scholars of the formative and florescent periods in Rome had drawn
upon these Greek studies as possessing fundamental values for their own set of liberal
arts. In addition to Cicero, the work of Varro in the first century B.C. was outstand-
ing. He sought to establish nine Greek studies as the necessary equipment of the
liberally educated Roman: grammar, rhetoric, logic, arithmetic, geometry, astronomy,
music, architecture, and medicine. Interestingly enough, he had dropped gymnastics
and drawing from the usual Greek currimulum and had added architecture and
medicine. Apparently he could find no science in the fine arts of painting, drawing,
and sculpture or in gymnastics, but he could justify architecture and medicine, as well

